HORNSBY DISTRICT WOODTURNERS INC.
Established 1983.

eNEWSLETTER JULY 2022.
Coffee at 10 am got us all started even before the air conditioning became effective on a damp and
cold morning.
It was good to see Lindsay at the meeting, and Rusty too, who last month left the meeting early and
admitted himself straight to hospital. Also with three of our members affected with Covid
but OK, please remember to be cautious, and RUOK.
From Ian in regard to Shed information; the Shed's AGM will be held on Friday 19 August at noon.
Our AGM is set for Saturday 13 August at noon during our monthly demonstration day. Nominate for
the committee and have all agenda items as previously advised to the secretary by Friday 5 August.
Omitted from the last newsletter were thanks to Rusty for about 30 of his honey dippers......sorry
Rusty.
During our September meeting the Spring Raffle will be run. Please begin collecting suitable articles
to bring.
Meanwhile progress on the charity Batmobiles goes well with only the spray painting, logos and
wheels to complete.
During this month
some of our members
spent almost a day
coring wet and partly
dried wood blanks
using the Woodturn
Bowl
Coring
mechanism;
woods
were mainly Silky
Oak, Camphor Laurel
and
eucalyptus
species.
Your thoughts and ideas for Saturday demonstration topics remain critical and are always necessary.
Suggestions please ASAP!
There was insufficient time for Show & Tell and Information Exchange again this month so hopefully
we can expect a good showing in August.
This month's demonstration will follow-on from the DVD in June on platter turning. Greg Croker will
show Turning a 300 mm Diameter Platter from Wood only 19-20 mm Thick.
We have available two DVD's of platter turning which can be borrowed as required and will show 'all'
the necessary techniques to turn platters generally, (recommended) so this text will apply mainly to
the practice of turning what is considered as an unusually thin blank.
A suitable diameter for wooden platters generally is about 12-13 inches ie ~300 mm; but why choose
19 mm wood? This is the thinnest dressed wood that is practical, and readily available, for platter
turning. Often this thickness is available in 300 mm (or greater) widths meaning that a 300 mm blank
etc can be readily cut out on a band saw. Where lesser widths of suitable wood is only available
good/strong lamination can be applied using similar or contrasting wood or woods to make-up the
diameter to ~300 mm.

For this demonstration Queensland Kauri was
used which had a pronounced but subtle grain.
Using 19 mm wood the turner needs to be very
cautious of the depth of cuts both on the face
and the underside of the turning to ensure a final
thickness of 5 mm minimum to look worthy of its
design and to feel practical when handled or
appraised, ie low density timbers will most likely
be unsuitable.
The demonstration's turning techniques followed
those given in the DVD.
Care needs to be taken with accurate chucking as
there is little, if any, spare wood to turn away to
get correct squareness. An aluminium/hot melt
glue chuck (face-ring) was used which did not
protrude into the wood on the face side for
turning the base. For the base chucking, a VM100 chuck with larger 100 mm circular expansion jaws
was used. These jaws fit nicely by allowing the continuous circular footing to be 15 mm wide and
slightly greater than one third of the diameter of the platter. The chuck recess needs to be between 3

to 4 mm deep, and for these jaws dovetailed at 77 degrees. Take care to get the dovetail precisely
formed, square and with all chips removed from the depth of the recess.
To turn the base check for 'squareness' and adjust the aluminium face-ring in the jaws if necessary.
From the centre measure a 100 mm diameter pencil line to accommodate the chuck; then measure
and mark the 130 mm diameter for the outside of the platter's foot.
Between this 130 mm line and the ~300 mm diameter of the blank add lines to assist with profile
turning of the underside, viz simple slope, Roman Ogee, or other,
all of which need to fit with the later turning of the face of the
platter. For this platter, because the thickness is restricted with an
initial 19 mm, a simple underside was chosen with a somewhat
thicker reinforcing ring between 130 and 180 mm diameter
where the the face depth will approach its maximum. Note that
the depth within the recess for the 100 mm chuck is convex and
virtually nil at the centre to add thickness and strength to the
turning.
A gentle curved underside from the 180 mm mark to the
periphery is planned to give a ~5 mm thickness of the final piece.
Plans for the platter's 'face' is also to have a gentle but concave curve to achieve this 5 mm final
thickness across its diameter. Rims, beads and deeper turning is virtually impossible as only about 14

mm maximum is available to remove on the top side of the platter ie 14 mm plus 5 mm for the base
recess at its edges uses-up the whole thickness of the blank!
Care needs to be taken with the face curve which needs to be continuous, without any irregular
bumps or ridges and sanded to a very fine finish. Run through the grits to at least 400 followed by
brushing away all the dust in between, consider burnishing with wood chips and/or using 0000 Steel
Wool, and finally using EEE and UBeaut Shellowax.

The result should be a pale cream, thin and lite weight platter which because of its continuous slight
curved surface shows its subtle straight grain to advantage.
Another similar platter (turned previously from Australian Red Cedar) is shown which also exhibits
pleasant grain together with a contrasting minor edge of its sapwood. This platter was finished
similarly but with a final coat of UBeaut Glow which may show darker woods to better advantage.

Another point of interest for 'thin' platters is the ability to cut and colour and even move the wood.
Note how in the above platter apart from the colouring some wood has been carved away to form the
tree trunks allowing the tree branch foliage to be moved across the platter and glued in a new
position to produce a creative platter.
We should all try this project using 19 mm boards which can result in a pleasant display of design and
of the woods' values and beauty.
Our next Saturday meeting will be from 10 am 13 August 2022 and will include our annual AGM.
For further interest or to join-in woodturning go to

www.hornsbymensshed.org.au

